
 
 

 

  

 
 

Mid-April Garden Update 

Welcome everyone to the PMCG-  The 2020 Garden season has had an 
extraordinary start to say the least!! 

To start we would like to thank both Sharon Rittich (plot 83) and Gabriela 
Cristiu (plot 135) for their generous contribution to our orchard! If you have a 
chance take a walk down to the south east end of the garden to see which 
trees are growing there now.... 
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-Our contact emails can all be found on our PMCG Website 

Due to Covid-19 the City of Pitt Meadows has asked to no longer allow 
people to use our office/washroom and tool sheds; therefore, effective 
immediately your password will no longer open these doors.  

As the Garden is still open to members - we will continue to supply limited 
garden equipment and soils and will continue to do so as long as the city 
permits us. Wheelbarrows and shovels are located at the side of the tool 
sheds. We have also placed a sanitizing spray (sodium hypochlorite and 
water) this will be continually replaced. Please spray community garden items 
both after and prior to using. 

Garden Soil $6/wheelbarrow and Greenhouse Soil $3.00/bag- Please be 
sure to remit money owing as soon as possible to either -Peter (plot 164) 
Penny (plot 1). Vic (plot 62) or Denys (plot 78) or email pennygeoff@telus.net 
to make an etransfer.  

Work-in-Kind-Jobs Are listed below and will be posted on our facebook 
page, sent out as an garden update and listed in the Gazebo. Please email 
the garden@pmcg.ca with your name - plot number - hours worked - job 
done and we will make record of your hours. 

WORK IN KIND - JOBS NEEDED TO BE DONE 

Job 1    Plots 17, 24, 33, and 35  need weeding and turnover 

              add soil to plot 33 Community garden for the food bank 

Job 2    Weeding and watering front garden, garden around greenhouse 
and                   gazebo 

Job  3   Anyone that likes to build things and have their own tools - 
power                       drills, Skill saw etc... Please see Denys or Peter Price 

Job  4  Clean out storm drains - See Denys or Peter Price  

Job  5  The black weed barrier that is located on the outside of 
the  garden                    fence requires realigning and securing with the wire 
staples or stones  

Job 6   Untie the hoses and attach to the taps  
 
 



 

 
 

Greenhouse Members - Please only use the greenhouse soil (located in the 
greenhouse and money is to be given Peter (plot 164) Penny (plot 1). Vic 
(plot 62) or Denys (plot 78) or email pennygeoff@telus.net to make a 
etransfer. Maps of the allotted spots are located in the 
greenhouse.  Guillermo and Marion are maintaining the greenhouse, please 
direct any greenhouse questions to them.There will not be a greenhouse 
orientation meeting this year however, we will be sending out an email 
orientation to all Greenhouse members and please remember the 1 person 
limit in the greenhouse. 

Finally - Please remember put your shovels and wheelbarrows away, lock 
the greenhouse and shut the gates behind you when you leave 

Thank you 
 
 

 

 


